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ABSTRACT 

The following paper covers the development process, 

prototyping, testing and in-orbit performance of the 

deorbit sail designed for the PW-Sat2 nanosatellite 

mission. It focuses mainly on sail’s overall performance 

throughout the satellite’s lifetime as well as lessons 

learnt from the project. 

In the article the summary of the sail design is shown 

together with design of its compact hold down and 

release mechanism. Initial paragraphs focus on the 

analysis of the sail deployment in orbit. Additionally, 

the comparison of these results with previous tests is 

conducted as well as the sail effectiveness analysis. Last 

part of the article summarizes sail performance analyses 

and presents possible improvements of the system 

design. 

INTRODUCTION 

PW-Sat2 is a Polish 2U CubeSat built at Warsaw 

University of Technology. It was launched onboard 

Falcon 9 rocket on December 3rd, 2018 and placed on 

the nearly circular Sun-synchronous orbit at the altitude 

of 590 km. The main goal of the satellite is to test the 

deorbit system in the form of the sail with total area of 

4m2. 

PW-Sat2 deorbit system was designed to be reliable, 

lightweight, compact and compatible with CubeSat 

standard. One of the most important requirements was 

to maintain the minimal energy consumption needed for 

its deployment. To meet above requirements, it was 

decided to use the hold down and release system based 

on melting of a Dyneema wire. For the main 

deployment process the energy accumulated in the flat 

springs (being the main structure of the sail) is used 

which removes the need of using electrical motors for 

mechanism deployment. Over 40 prototypes of the sail 

were built during the development phase of the project 

which led to the final design integrated in the flight 

model of the PW-Sat2 satellite. On December 29th, 

2018 the deorbit sail was successfully deployed in-orbit. 

In-orbit sail experiment consisted of several phases. The 

first was a measurement of various parameters during 

sail’s deployment process, including recording of 

gyroscopes’ readouts. Secondly, during deployment a 

series of photographs of the sail was taken using 

onboard camera. Further data, collected in the following 

days of the mission (i.e. additional pictures of the sail, 

Two Line Element data), helped to analyse the sail 

in-orbit behaviour and its effectiveness. 

DESIGN OF DEORBIT SAIL 

PW-Sat2’s sail design introduces a fairly simple concept 

of a melting-wire-based deployment. The sail consists 

of a thin layer (6 μm) of mylar foil, supported by the set 

of 4 arms. Each arm is mounted to the centrally placed 

reel so that it allows the sail to be folded to the smallest 

possible volume. Arms are composed of 2 stainless 

steel, C-shaped springs, placed inside the mylar sleeves, 

attached with Kapton tape to the sail. Such an approach 

allows to accumulate enough energy in each arm to 

deploy the sail after system activation and provides 

necessary space for material during the folding process. 

The detailed design description can be found in [1]. 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Sail during folding process (top), sail after 

folding (bottom) 
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The overall area of the sail after the deployment equals 

4m2. One of the main challenges concerning the sail’s 

design was to reduce the volume of the sail in the 

stowed configuration as much as possible while 

maintaining the assumed area. After series of functional 

tests of the folding, the sail fits into the ~0.26 m3 

container. 

This space is additionally occupied by the last 

component of the sail’s deployment system - the conical 

spring. It is responsible for pushing the sail out of the 

container upon system activation. In the stowed 

configuration spring is placed at the bottom of the 

container, allowing the reel to be held by the hold down 

and release mechanism. Conical spring is additionally 

supported by the cord ensuring its controlled movement 

during deployment. 

Hold down and release mechanism 

In order to minimize the system’s energy consumption, 

the passive system for sail deployment and unfolding 

have been developed. Hold down and release 

mechanism is based on springs. The holding mechanism 

consists of two bars which block the sail’s reel and the 

stowed sail in its container (Fig. 2). The bars are tied 

together with Dyneema wire, symmetrically preloaded 

with the flat springs. 

 

 
Figure 2. Sail Release Mechanism after arming; 1- flat 

spring; 2- bar; 3- temperature sensor; 4- Thermal 

Knife; 5- sail’s reel; 6- hinge; 7- tension spring; 8- 

hinge indicator; 9- electrical connector 

 

Melting of Dyneema wire is performed by heating it 

with the resistors (Thermal Knives). This releases the 

bars holding the sail’s reel and the sail can be pushed 

out from the container, 25cm beyond the satellite’s main 

body. This process is assisted by the conical spring, 

initially folded under the sail to the flat shape. 

Additionally, the bars are moved away by tension 

spring, so they do not block the movement of the reel. 

 
Figure 3. Sail with the HDRM in an unarmed position. 

Sail release mechanism occupies a space on the bottom 

of the sail’s container and has a height of only 10.5 mm. 

The power used to release the sail is 2W for 2 minutes 

which is needed to heat the resistors - two resistors are 

used for redundancy and each one is subsequently 

heated for 1 minute. The effective time of melting of the 

Dyneema tested in the thermal vacuum chamber in -

50ᐤC was below 10 seconds. 

 
Figure 4. Final assembly of deorbit sail container and 

Sail Release Mechanism, main system dimensions 

shown 

 

ANALYSIS OF DEPLOYMENT PROCESS 

IN-ORBIT 

Deorbit sail was successfully deployed in orbit on 

December 29th, 2018, 26 days after the launch. 

Deployment was initiated by a command from the 

ground station. The satellite answered confirming 

telecommand reception, which indicated that the 

process begun with thermal knives heating up. 

During the sail deployment three types of data were 

registered: gyroscopes’ measurements, sail hinge 

indicator and photos from onboard cameras.  

All data confirmed the successful sail deployment. Fig. 

5 presents data obtained from gyroscopes in X, Y and Z 

axis (gyroscopes’ axes do not correspond to satellite 

axes). Two peaks separated by approximately 60s can 
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be noticed. First peak with very high readouts, 

especially in Z and Y axis, indicates the beginning of 

the sail opening. The deployment process which caused 

rotational motion of the satellite originated from 

unfolding of flat springs in sail’s arms. The next, 

smaller, peak occurred after 60s with the highest value 

in Z axis and is caused probably by straightening out of 

not completely unfolded springs in sail’s arms.  

The confirmation of sail deployment was also observed 

as an information from sail hinge indicator. However, 

indicator status changed about 175s after peak seen in 

the Fig 5, which may be caused by some issues with 

indicator functioning. 

 
Figure 5. Data from gyroscopes during sail deployment 

in-orbit 

Deployment process was also recorded by onboard 

cameras which took photos with 5s intervals. Fig. 6 

shows two sail’s photos separated by 155s. It can be 

noticed that position and arrangement of sail has 

changed. In the Fig. 6 in the first photo sail’s material 

and arms are not completely straightened while on the 

second photo the visible sail’s quarter is fully deployed. 

 

  
Figure 6. Photos taken by on board cameras during sail 

deployment 

GROUND TEST RESULTS (COMPARISON WITH 

IN-ORBIT FUNCTIONALITY) 

During the course of the project, each iteration of the 

PW-Sat2’s sail has been functionally tested on 

numerous occasions; however, all these tests were not 

representative of the in-orbit conditions. In order to 

mimic the conditions, the friction coefficient between 

the material of the sail and the “deployment surface” 

must have been reduced as much as possible. Such test 

could not be performed in a laboratory environment. 

An opportunity to test the flight-like model of the sail 

occurred in November 2017 when PW‑Sat2 team 

qualified for tests of its experiment in the ZARM drop 

tower facility in Bremen. Mechanism activation in such 

conditions allowed the team to verify and register the 

deployment pattern of the sail in the free-fall, vacuum 

environment. 

PW-Sat2 team was to perform 4 separate deployments 

inside the drop tower chamber. During the test, the unit 

was mounted on a height of ~9 m allowing the cameras 

placed inside the drop tower to register the sail’s 

deployment during free fall. All 4 tests were performed 

at a pressure of 20Pa. 

In order to achieve fully representative verification 

method, a dummy model of the PW-Sat2 was prepared, 

mimicking the mass of the satellite as well as 

implementing it with the hold down and release 

mechanism, onboard camera and accelerometer. 4 

separate, flight-like sails were assembled and folded for 

each test, allowing the team to replace the sail in the 

container between each drop. 

Each deployment has proven to be successful. Sail’s 

deployment was registered at all 4 occasions proving the 

deployment time of ~0.6 s (time from releasing of 

HDRM to reach the full effective area of the sail). Sail 

was recorded to be fully deployed using high speed 

cameras mounted inside the drop tower (see Fig. 7) 

 
Figure 7. 4th drop tower deployment 

Comparison of the results from test in the drop tower 

with the in-orbit data shows that deployment times 

differ radically for these two cases. For sails tested in 

drop tower, the deployment time is similar for all 4 

attempts and equals about 0.6 s. Gyroscopes onboard 

the satellite indicated the satellite's rotation for about 

40 s from the moment the sail started to unfold, which is 

much longer than during ground tests (where it lasted 

less than 1 s). However, the direct analysis is difficult 

due to: 

- accelerometers used in drop tower tests while 

on board the satellite gyroscopes are used 
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- in orbit data from gyroscopes was recorded 

with time interval of ~1 s which is much lower 

frequency than intervals for data from 

accelerometers during the described ground 

tests (2-4 ms).  

 
Figure 8. Accelerations recorded during sail 

deployment in drop tower test 

Analysis of photos taken by satellite’s onboard cameras 

indicates that the sail was almost fully deployed within 

a time of maximum 5 s - in the photo taken 28 s after 

starting of the experiment (T0+28 s), the sail is not 

visible in the camera's field of view. The next photo, 

taken 5 s later (T0+33 s) shows the fully deployed 

structure. As it was mentioned in the previous chapter - 

it is likely that flat springs in sail’s arms were still 

slightly bended at T0+33 s and they straightened out 

completely after about 100 s from T0. Analysis of 

photos shows that the visible quarter of the sail 

undoubtedly changes its position in the camera’s field of 

view. Full deployment is considered on the basis that 

sail arms are set perpendicular to each other and the 

material is spread uniformly between the arms. 

SAIL’S SURFACE DEGRADATION 

Three days after sail’s successful in-orbit deployment 

another series of photos was taken (using onboard 

cameras), which revealed damages of the sail’s surface. 

Images showed several cut-outs in the mylar foil. 

Onboard cameras cover two quarters of the sail in their 

field of view:  
- quarter A - made of two parts of the mylar foil, 

connected in the middle of the quarter (using a 

double-sided Kapton tape);  

- quarter B - made of a single piece of Mylar 

foil.  

Quarter A had few linear tears, starting from the sail’s 

arms, and perpendicular to them. Quarter B had one 

large hole, located in the center. Quarter B was not 

completely fractured thanks to the presence of Kapton 

strip which protected the edge of the sail. 

 
Figure 9. Preliminary (1 week) state of the sail visible 

from CAM Wing camera. 

 
Figure 10. Preliminary (1 week) state of the sail visible 

from CAM Nadir camera. 

The basic reason for the damage of the sail’s material 

were thermal cycles in orbit. Other potential causes 

were also considered: impacts of micrometeorites or 

small debris. The conclusion that the basic reason for 

the damages were thermal cycles was achieved during 

analysis of sail’s photos. The mylar foil heats up and 

cools down in the Sun exposure far more than booms 

made with stainless steel. To verify that thesis the 

thermal cycles with rapid temperature changes were 

performed with a use of dummy sail in laboratory 

conditions. Samples were quickly transferred between a 

container filled with dry ice (temperature of around 

-80°C) and a stove heated to temperature of about 

180°C. During this test, additional stress appeared as a 

result of a rapid temperature change, which was seen as 

the material stretching around the arms. The hypothesis 

of the major impact of Coefficient of Thermal 

Expansion (CTE) mismatch on the appearance of tears 

is therefore the most probable. 

The second hypothesis states that the atomic oxygen, 

present in the LEO (Low Earth Orbit) atmosphere, 

could also have an impact on the mylar foil degradation 

and changing of its elastic properties. That could lead to 
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the increase of tearing of the foil and enlarging of 

already existing cuttings. Similar effects were observed 

e.g. on solar array blankets on International Space 

Station [2]. 

 
Figure 11. State of the sail visible from CAM Wing 

camera after 6 months in orbit. 

 
Figure 12. State of the sail visible from CAM Nadir 

camera after 6 months in orbit. 

Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show the increase of the number of 

tears and their area during sail’s in-orbit operation.  

Figures are the result of sail’s photos analysis from 

onboard cameras.  

 
Figure 13. Change of number of tears in sail during 

mission (only for visible quarters) 

 
Figure 14 Percentage of damaged sail surface 

Calculations shown in Fig. 13 were made only for tears 

visible in the cameras’ fields of view. The largest 

increase in number of tears was observed during first 

weeks after deployment. In recent months this value 

became almost constant. It could be explained by 

decreasing stress in sail’s material (the material ruptured 

in areas where the highest stress occurred and now the 

material has more space to change its shape due to the 

thermal expansion, limiting maximal stress). 

Fig. 14 shows calculated approximation of the 

percentage of sail surface damaged by tears. Area of 

tears was calculated for visible quarters and was 

assumed to be proportional for non-visible quarters. 

This plot’s trend line corresponds to the previous one’s - 

the area of damaged sail is related to number of tears. 

According to the recent analysis 25% of the whole sail’s 

area is damaged. 

DEORBITING EFFICIENCY 

The deorbiting efficiency was calculated using 2 types 

of software: 

- GMAT - for short term propagation [3] 

- STELA - for full orbital lifetime Monte Carlo 

analysis [4] 

Analyses performed in the phase C of the project 

assumed satellite’s random tumbling and as a result the 

effective sail area of 2 m2 (50% of the total sail’s area). 

Long-term analyses showed in this case that with the 

probability of 0.9 PW-Sat2 would deorbit in less than 

1.22 year. The same analysis shown that without deorbit 

sail the satellite (2U CubeSat) would stay in orbit for 

15.97 years (probability of 0.9). 

After successful sail deployment these analyses were 

updated considering the real satellite’s orbit evolution. 

New short-term analyses were performed using GMAT 

software. Results were fitted to match actual orbital data 

from NORAD (North American Aerospace Defence 

Command) [5] and as a result the real effective sail area 

was estimated at 0.9m2. Probable cause of the reduction 

of sail’s effective area primarily originates from its 

surface degradation. Additionally, it is highly probable 

that satellite tumbling is not ideally random, however it 

is not possible to determine the exact satellite rotation 

(lack of sufficiently large number of sensors onboard 
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satellite for clear determination of satellite’s rotations 

around its all 3 axes). 

Long-term analyses were updated with new effective 

area of the sail and show that with probability of 0.9 

PW-Sat2 will re-enter the atmosphere before 2.3 years 

(sine the deployment of the sail). Short-term analyses 

are constantly updated (every day) to compare the real 

orbit propagation from NORAD’s Two Line Elements 

(TLE) with analyses. In case the analyses will start to 

differ significantly from the actual data, the effective 

area of the sail will be updated once again, and the long-

term analysis will be updated as well. This comparison 

provides also additional information about the condition 

of the sail in addition to photographs of the sail taken 

once every 2 weeks using PW-Sat2 onboard cameras. 

Fig. 15 shows comparison of PW-Sat2 actual orbital 

data with short-term analyses from GMAT software for 

period from 120 (03/04/2019) to 205 (27/06/2019) days 

from the launch date (sail was deployed on 26th day 

from the launch). 

 
Figure 15. Comparison of short-term analysis with TLE 

data (blue- actual data from TLE; grey - short-term 

analysis) 

Fig. 16 shows comparison of semi-major axis evolution 

for PW-Sat2 and MOVE-II satellites. MOVE-II is a 1U 

CubeSat launched from the same satellites’ container as 

PW-Sat2 at the same time. Orbital parameters of both 

satellites were very similar after separation from the 

rocket and started to differ significantly after 

deployment of PW-Sat2 deorbit sail. 

 

Figure 16. Comparison of semi major axes of PW-Sat2 

and MOVE-II satellites 

POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS IN THE DESIGN 

Additional considerations of the sail design, mechanical 

and material solutions were resumed after results of the 

deployment and photos of the sail surface condition 

became available. Tests and detailed analysis were 

performed as well to find out the causes of tears 

appearance, their propagation and potential ways to 

prevent them in the future. 

As the basic improvement of the sail design the 

introduction of the Kapton-made net (or another high 

strength, low weight and thin plastic) is considered. 

Kapton tape strips (that were used to unite two parts of 

the sail surface and to protect its edges) were barrier for 

tears propagation, see Fig. 12. Based on this observation 

introduction of additional stripes would be beneficial for 

preventing from tears propagation. In the Fig. 17 

proposition of the location of the additional tape stripes 

is presented. 

 
Figure 17. Proposition of additional tape strips 

locations on sail surface. 

Such configuration could ensure that any cut will not 

propagate through the whole surface of the foil. 

However, this change can lead to the increase of sail’s 

diameter in the stowed configuration.  

CTE mismatch was determined as the major cause of 

the sail surface damage. Its impact may be limited by 

changing the method of connecting the sail surface 

(Mylar foil) to the flat springs (sail’s arms). Flight 

model of the sail has a fixed connection between Mylar 

foil to the stainless steel arms, using double-sided 

Kapton tape along the arms. It is proposed to apply one 

or two points of fixture instead of a line. This solution 

provides compensation of the CTE mismatch giving 

booms larger space for unconstrained thermal 

expansion.  

Changes of the material of the sail should also be 

considered as beneficial. Materials with higher tensile 

strength and with properties that would prevent tears 

from propagating should be considered. The main 

characteristics to be considered when selecting a new 

material: 
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- higher strength and lower tendency for 

microcracks generation that lead to cuttings 

appearance  

- structure preventing cutouts from propagation  

- resistance to degradation under the influence of 

atomic Oxygen 

Only material outbalancing Mylar foil in those aspects 

could be treated as an alternative. The change of 

material will have dominant impact on final size of the 

sail in the stowed configuration and on its final mass. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Deorbit sail onboard PW-Sat2 satellite was successfully 

deployed in-orbit. Deployment process was recorded by 

onboard cameras which are now used for regular 

monitoring of sail’s surface condition. Surface 

degradation occurred shortly after deployment and 

proceeded quite rapidly for the first weeks in orbit. In 

the following months, the number of new surface 

damages (and the expansion of existing ones) slowed 

down and now there is only a small visible propagation 

observed (based on photos and the effectiveness of the 

sail from TLE data).  

The effectiveness of the sail can be considered 

satisfactory, despite the slower deorbiting than assumed 

in the analyses performed before the launch of the 

satellite. At this point, PW-Sat2 reduced its orbit 

(semi-major axis) by 15km in 6 months (as of 

28/06/2019) and descends according to the analysis 

taking into account the effective area of the sail equal to 

0.9m2. At the same time MOVE-II satellite (which was 

released from the same container as PW-Sat2) 

decreased its orbit by about 0.5km. If the deorbit trend 

will be continued, PW-Sat2 should re-enter the 

atmosphere in 2021, over 6 times faster than without the 

sail. 

Observations of the sail using images from onboard 

cameras will be performed as long as possible (until 

there is a failure of the satellite subsystems), while 

analysis of the effectiveness of the sail using TLE data 

will be conducted until the satellite’s atmospheric re-

entry. 
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